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Question 5

Consider the differenti ' dv v -al equation # = +, where x * 0.

(a) On the axes provided, sketch a slope field fo5 the given differential
equation at the nine points indicated.

. (Note: Use the axes provided in the exam booklet.)

(b) Find the particular solution y = f (x) to the differential equation with

the initial condition f(2) = 0.

(c) For the particular solution y = f (x) desiribed in part (b), find

lim /(x).,T-)a

(a)

o) * at,= ja*
lnlv - ll = -1+ c'x

-l -r
lY-tl =e *'"

1

lY-tl - "c"-i
_L

y -l = 7r"- x, where k = tec
_L

-l=ke 2

1

k=-el
/r_ _ r_\

f(*)=l-e\2'l,x)o

/1_t\
(c) liml-e\2 rl --l-G

l:zero slopes

I : all other slopes

separates variables

antidifferentiates

includes constant of integration

uses initial condition

solves for y

Note: max 316 ll-2-0-0-01 if no constant

of integration
Note: 0/6 if no separation of variables
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Question 5

Considerthedifferentialequation 4=t*' , where x + 0.'dxx
(a) On the axes provided, sketch a slope field for the given differential equation at the eight points indicated.

(Note: Use the axes provided in the pink exam booklet.)

(b) Find the particular solution y = .f (x) to the differential equation with the initial condition /(-l) = I ana
state its domain.

2 : sign ofslope at each point and relative
steepness of slope lines in rows and
columns

o) firr=Ld*
lnll+yl =lnlxl+,(

11+ yl - ,tn1xl+ 
x

l+ y = gl*l
2=C
l+ y = zlxl

Y = 2lxl- I and x
or

/=*2x-1andx

,{

Note

I

2

1

I

I

separates variables

antiderivatives

constant of integration

uses initial condition

solves for y

<0

<0

:max3f 6 [1-2-o-o-o] ifno
constant of integration

Note: 0/6 if no separation of variables

I :domain
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Question 6

Consider the differenti ' dv a
al equation fr = *' (y - t).

(a) On the axes provided, sketch a slope field for the given
differential equation at the twelve points indicated.
(Note: Use the axes provided in the pink test booklet.)

(b) While the slope field in part (a) is drawn at only twelve points,
it is defined at every point in the xy-plane. Describe all points
in the ry-plane for which the slopes are positive.

(c) Find the particular solution y = "f (x) to ihe given differential

equation with the initial condition /(0) = L

(b) Slopes are positive at points (x, y)
wherex*0andy>1.

(c) -! .at = r2d*y-L

lnly-tl =]x3+c
l3

lY - rl - "c"3*l3
y-l=K"3*,K=lec
2=Keo=K

I -.3
=^!=l+2et

zero slope at each point (x, y)
wherex=0ory=1

positive slope at each point (x, y)
wherex*0andy>l

negative slope at each point (x, y)
where x * 0 and y <7

I : desc ription

I

2

I

I

I

separates variables

antiderivatives

constant of inte gration

uses initial condition

solves for y
0ll it y is not exponential

Note: max 3l 6 U-2-0-0-01 if no constant of
integration

Note: 0/6 if no separation of variables
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